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Abstract. An energy revolution with new energy as its fulcrum has become a new development trend, and many network security problems have emerged while new energy is developing rapidly. In this paper, the threat-driven network security methodology is used to analyze and model the threat of new energy field station from the whole of new energy station. Then, take the time and the attack stage as the main line, carries on the double analysis judgment; Finally, establish a complete monitoring system, including the network attacks on the detection, search, exploitation of loopholes, such as recognition, blocking.
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1. Introduction

New energy refers to all kinds of energy situation outside traditional energy sources, including wind energy, solar energy, biomass energy, etc., is the trend of future power grid development. Since the third industrial revolution, human society has achieved unprecedented economic and technological development, the accompanying challenge is a series of problems, such as the large consumption of conventional fossil energy, the environmental pollution and shortage of resources, which force people to start looking for clean renewable energy [1-2], namely new energy. Compared with traditional fossil energy sources such as coal, oil and natural gas, new energy sources are generally characterized by less pollution and large reserves. It is of great significance to solve the problems of environmental pollution and shortage of resources in the world [3]. The pressure of resources and environment has brought new challenges to the power system. Using new energy to replace traditional energy to generate electricity will be the trend of the power industry in the future. New energy generation has good development prospect and practical value.

With more and more new energy plant station construction and access network, new energy plant station network security risks are increasingly prominent [4-7]. In the security inspection of the new energy plant in Gansu province in 2016 and 2017, 21 and 16 cases of illegal outreach were detected respectively. This has brought the huge security threat to the safety of the new energy plant station, at the same time, the alarm has sounded for the safety protection from the new energy plant [8-11]. In 2017, according to a letter from the national energy administration on the study of wind power safety, the center carried out a field survey of wind power plants. There are terminal access risk, remote operation risk, network connection, physical safety risk, system ontology security risk and personnel safety management risk, etc. [12-15].

2. IDDIL/ATC Method.

The current network security risk management practice is largely driven by compliance requirements, which makes people have to invest in security control and vulnerability. Risk management involves many aspects, including assets, threats, loopholes, controls, and is assessed on the basis of the likelihood and impact of an accident. Threats can cause damage to information...
system through loopholes, while security controls are measures to prevent or mitigate attacks by threat sources. However, because of their commitment to security controls and loopholes, they ignore the most important factor in risk management—the threat. This imbalance is manifested in adhering to the existing safety framework, standards and principles in engineering practice. And emergency response is paid more attention to rather than risk management. Therefore, the threat-driven network security methodology is emerged.

The threat-driven approach is a methodology, a collection of practices and thinking patterns. Its main purpose is to enable the organization to allocate commensurate resources to protect its assets, develop the necessary skills to support these efforts, prevent or mitigate loopholes and attack vectors, and then achieve the purpose of protecting assets.

3. IDDIL/ATC Model.

The concept of threat-driven approach is based on a relationship model between threat, asset and control. This relationship model is shown in figure 1: the target of a threat is assets within an organization that are ubiquitous in one or more components. Threat sources gain access to assets through vulnerabilities in attack vectors and components (holding assets or providing direct access to target assets). Security control acts on components to prevent or mitigate vulnerabilities and attack vectors used by threat sources, thus to achieve the goal of protecting assets. At the same time, this relationship also highlights the significance of the threat perspective in the model.

In this relationship, threat sources do not or rarely access target assets directly, and one should acquire target assets involves interacting with other elements of the system and avoiding them at the right moment. Control does not directly affect assets. Instead, control measures must provide security function to recognize threats, attack vectors, and vulnerabilities—the ability to access components of assets. A basic principle is that the control chosen and implemented requires one or more functions to deal with threats and attack vectors. Architects, engineers, and analysts can work together to identify potential weaknesses and assess the effectiveness of control when the model contains threat intelligence. In turn, the security of systems and infrastructure will continue to be upgraded. When threat modeling and analysis are introduced into this model, the areas of possible exposure and their effects are strengthened, which optimizes the selection and implementation of control.

In this paper, the IDDIL/ATC method is applied to the new energy plant, and the threats to the key assets in the new energy plant are analyzed in detail showed in Fig. 2. There are two main objectives of threat analysis: first, to understand clearly and thoroughly the assets owned, the threats and attacks faced by them, and to make relevant decisions based on risk level and risk management practice;
second is to identify deficiencies in the selection, implementation and evaluation of security controls at the application, system, infrastructure and enterprise levels.

Fig. 2 IDDIL/ATC Model

IDDIL/ATC methodology divides it into two working stages: IDDIL is the discovery phase and ATC is the implementation phase. In this article, we focus on the discovery phase. The IDDIL stage includes 5 items: Recognition assets, there are two main types of assets, 1) the system business is very important to the data, components and functions, that is, business assets; 2) the data, components and functions arouse the particular interest of the attacker, namely, the security asset. These two assets are not always the same, we can identify the system's assets through business context input, asset identification also includes obtaining threat intelligence of the other party, recording the type of asset in the system and environment and indicating its location; Defined attack surface, after completing the asset recognition, the components and elements in the application system are identified from the macro level, which record the communication between the system and even provide some way to access the assets. The attack surface can help define the system trust boundaries and control the scope of responsibility, and to determine whether a work is out of range. The data flow diagrams generated at this stage (or any type equivalent to a chart) can best present the environment in which the system is located; Decomposed the system, use the information collected in the first two steps to decompose the application system into hierarchical views. Technologies such as equipment, interfaces, libraries, protocols, functions, and API need to be covered, and the effectiveness of security controls within the scope of work is subsequently reviewed; Identified attack vectors, the attack path is recorded by recording the attack surface, the decomposed system, and the main use cases. Capture components and functional ranges included in these paths, including existing security controls and services; List threat sources and attack agents: identify who wants to attack the system, and why they want to attack it. The characteristics to be understood include attack motivation, skill level, resources and targets to be analyzed, and then listed separately. Think about the different types of attack sources, because the current threat intelligence is important for this step.

4. Summary

Based on the present situation of safety protection of new energy plant, this paper introduces IDDIL/ATC methodology by constructing the safety threat and evaluation model. The security of network attack scene and power unit acquisition terminal is analyzed and studied. On this basis, fundamentally, it solves the main risks of terminal access, remote operation and maintenance, network connection, physical security risk, system ontology security risk and personnel security management.
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